
A greedy method for edge-olouring odd maximum degreedoubly hordal graphsCelina M. H. de Figueiredo� Jo~ao Meidanisy C�elia Piinin de MelloyFebruary 8, 2003AbstratWe desribe a greedy vertex olouring method whih an be used to olour optimallythe edge set of ertain hordal graphs. This new heuristi yields an exat edge-olouringalgorithm for odd maximum degree doubly hordal graphs. This lass inludes intervalgraphs and strongly hordal graphs. This method shows that any suh graph G an beedge-oloured with maximum degree �(G) olours, i.e., all these graphs are Class 1. Inaddition, this method gives a simple �(G) + 1 edge-olouring for any doubly hordalgraph.1 IntrodutionAn edge-olouring of a graph is an assignment of olours to its edges suh that no adjaentedges have the same olour. The hromati index of a graph is the minimum number ofolours required to produe an edge-olouring for that graph.An easy lower bound for the hromati index is the maximum vertex degree. A ele-brated theorem by Vizing states that these two quantities di�er by at most one [4℄. Graphswhose hromati index equals the maximum degree are said to be Class 1; graphs whosehromati index exeeds the maximum degree by one are said to be Class 2. Very little isknown about the omplexity of omputing the hromati index in general.By de�nition of edge-olouring, eah olour determines a mathing and an over atmost bn=2 edges, where n is the number of nodes. Therefore, if the total number of edgesis greater than the produt of the maximum degree by bn=2, then the graph is neessarily�Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Instituto de Matem�atia, Caixa Postal 68530, 21944 Rio deJaneiro, RJ, Brasil. elina�os.ufrj.br. Partially supported by CNPq, grant 30 1160/91.0.yUniversidade Estadual de Campinas, Departamento de Ciênia da Computa�~ao, Caixa Postal 6065,13081-970 Campinas, SP, Brasil. fmeidanis,eliag�d.uniamp.br. Partially supported by FAPESP.1



Class 2. Graphs to whih this argument an be applied are alled overfull . More generally,if a graph has an overfull subgraph with the same maximum degree, then the same ountingargument shows that the supergraph is Class 2. We all suh graphs subgraph-overfull .We onsidered in [1℄ lasses of graphs for whih being Class 2 is equivalent to beingsubgraph-overfull. For suh graphs the hromati index problem is in P: a deomposi-tion algorithm due to Padberg and Rao [3℄ heks in polynomial time whether a graph issubgraph-overfull. We note that historial results of K�onig on bipartite graphs and of Taiton 3-regular planar graphs show that these two lasses of graphs are trivial examples: anyset of Class 1 graphs satis�es vauously the above equivalene [2℄.We onsidered a new version of overfullness that is not as powerful as subgraph-overfull-ness but is trivially hekable: a graph is said to be neighbourhood-overfull when it has amaximum degree vertex whose neighbourhood indues an overfull subgraph. We proved thatevery indi�erene graph with odd maximum degree is Class 1. Sine graphs with an evennumber of verties annot be overfull, graphs with odd maximum degree annot be neigh-bourhood-overfull. Hene, being Class 2 and being neighbourhood-overfull are vauouslyequivalent for indi�erene graph with odd maximum degree.In this paper, we extend these results by onsidering lasses of graphs that are de�nedby speial vertex perfet elimination orders. As a result, we prove that every doubly hordalgraph with odd maximum degree is Class 1.2 De�nitions and NotationsGeneral termsIn this paper, G denotes a simple, undireted, �nite, onneted graph. V (G) and E(G)are the vertex and edge sets of G. A lique is a set of verties pairwise adjaent in G. Amaximal lique of G is a lique not properly ontained in any other lique. A subgraph of Gis a graph H with V (H) � V (G) and E(H) � E(G). For X � V (G), we denote by G[X℄the subgraph indued by X, that is, V (G[X℄) = X and E(G[X℄) onsists of those edges ofE(G) having both ends in X.For eah vertex v of a graphG, Adj(v) denotes the set of verties whih are adjaent to v.In addition, N(v) denotes the neighbourhood of v, that is, N(v) = Adj(v)[fvg. A subgraphwhih is indued by the neighbourhood of a vertex is simply alled a neighbourhood. Wedenote by N2(v) the family fN(u) : u 2 N(v)g. Given a graph G and k � 1, we denote byGk the graph having V (Gk) = V (G) and satisfying xy 2 E(Gk) if and only if x and y aredistint and their distane in G is at most k. A vertex v is simpliial if N(v) is omplete.A vertex v is simple if N2(v) is totally ordered by set inlusion. A vertex u 2 N(v) is amaximum neighbour of v if and only if for all w 2 N(v), N(w) � N(u) holds. A vertex isdoubly simpliial if it is simpliial and has a maximum neighbour.2



A perfet elimination order of a graph G is a total order on its vertex set v1; v2; : : : ; vnsuh that for eah i, 1 � i � n, vi is simpliial in G[v1; v2; : : : ; vi℄. A graph is hordal if itadmits a perfet elimination order.A simple perfet elimination order of a graph G is a total order on its vertex setv1; v2; : : : ; vn suh that for eah i, 1 � i � n, vi is simple in G[v1; v2; : : : ; vi℄. A doublyperfet elimination order of a graph G is a total order on its vertex set v1; v2; : : : ; vn suhthat for eah i, 1 � i � n, vi is doubly simpliial in G[v1; v2; : : : ; vi℄. A graph is stronglyhordal if it admits a simple perfet elimination order. A graph is doubly hordal if it ad-mits a doubly perfet elimination order. We note that, by de�nition, every strongly hordalgraph is doubly hordal.A interval perfet elimination order of a graph G is a total order on its vertex setv1; v2; : : : ; vn suh that for every hoie of verties vi; vj ; vk with i < j < k, vivk 2 Eimplies vivj 2 E. An interval graph is the intersetion graph of a set of intervals of thereal line. Alternatively, a graph is interval if it admits a interval perfet elimination order.We note that, by de�nition, every interval perfet elimination order is a perfet eliminationorder. In Setion 4 we prove that every interval perfet elimination order is a doubly perfetelimination order.The degree of a vertex v is deg(v) = jAdj(v)j. The maximum degree is then �(G) =maxv2V (G) deg(v). A vertex u is universal if deg(u) = jV (G)j � 1.For us, Kn denotes the omplete graph on k � 1 verties.ColouringAn assignment of olours to the verties of G is a funtion �:V (G) ! S. The elementsof the set S are alled olours. A onit in an assignment of olours is the existene oftwo adjaent verties with the same olour. A vertex-olouring of a graph is an assignmentof olours suh that there are no onits. The hromati number of a graph G is theminimum number of olours used among all vertex-olourings of G and is denoted by �(G).An assignment of olours to the edges of G is a funtion �:E(G) ! S. Again, theelements of the set S are alled olours. A onit in an assignment of olours is theexistene of two edges with the same olour inident to a ommon vertex. A vertex u issaid to be satis�ed when �(uv) = �(uw) implies v = w, for all neighbours v, w of u. Anedge-olouring of a graph is an assignment of olours suh that every vertex is satis�ed or,equivalently, suh that there are no onits. The hromati index of a graph G is theminimum number of olours used among all edge-olourings of G and is denoted by �0(G).A graph G is said to be Class 1 if �0(G) = �(G) and Class 2 if �0(G) = �(G) + 1.Vizing's theorem states that there are no other possibilities: all graphs are either Class 1or Class 2 [4℄.The greedy method for vertex-olouring onsiders the vertex set of a graph aording3



to a total order and assign to the urrent vertex the smallest available olour that doesnot reate onits. A perfet order is a total order on the vertex set of a graph suh thatthe greedy method vertex-olours optimally all its indued subgraphs. A graph is perfetlyorderable if it admits a perfet order. Every hordal graph is perfetly orderable as everyperfet elimination order is a perfet order.3 Pull bak of omplete graphsGiven two graphs G and G0, a pull bak is a funtion f :V (G)! V (G0), suh that� if xy 2 E(G) then f(x)f(y) 2 E(G0).� f is injetive when restrited to N(v), for all v 2 V (G).Lemma 1 If f :V (G) ! V (G0) is a pull bak and �0 is an edge-olouring of G0 then theolour assignment � de�ned by �(xy) = �0(f(x)f(y))is an edge-olouring of G.Proof: Eah edge of G has a olour de�ned by �. This is beause f :V (G) ! V (G0) is apull bak funtion.Moreover, the olour assignment � has no onits. In fat, suppose we have two distintedges xy and xz. Assume for a moment that �(xy) = �(xz). Hene, �0(f(x)f(y)) =�0(f(x)f(z)). Sine f is a pull bak funtion and y 6= z 2 N(x), we have f(y) 6= f(z) 2N(f(x)). Thus, �0 is not an edge-olouring of G0, a ontradition.An edge-olouring � for G is said to be a pull bak from an edge-olouring �0 for G0, if� is de�ned from �0 as in Lemma 1.We begin by showing that, if G2 admits a vertex-olouring with l olours, then there is apull bak f :V (G) ! V (Kl). We note that, by de�nition, any vertex-olouring of G2 needsl � �(G) + 1 olours. Hene, this result atually says that, if we have a vertex-olouringof G2 with �(G) + 1 olours, then there is a natural way of getting an edge-olouring of Gwith �(G) + 1 olours.Theorem 1 There is a pull bak funtion f :V (G)! V (Kl) if and only if �(G2) � l.Proof: For the \if" part, let �:V (G2)! S be a vertex-olouring of G2 with jSj = l.Consider a bijetion g:S ! V (Kl). We shall show that the omposition f = g Æ � is apull bak funtion f :V (G)! V (Kl) (remember that V (G) = V (G2)).4



It is lear that the �rst ondition of a pull bak funtion is satis�ed by f . Now, notiethat � is also a vertex-olouring of G with l olours, and that all verties whih have distanein G at most two, have distint olours. Hene, f is injetive when restrited to N(v) forall v 2 V (G).For the \only if" part, let f :V (G)! V (Kl) be a pull bak funtion. This an be viewedas a olour assignment with S = V (Kl). We are using jSj = l olours.If uv 2 E(G) then f(u)f(v) 2 E(Kl), that is, f(u) 6= f(v). If u and v are at distane2 in G then there is w 2 V (G) with u; v 2 N(w). Sine f is injetive in N(w), f(u) isagain distint from f(v). Hene, there are no onits and f is a vertex-olouring of G2. Itfollows that �(G2) � l.The hromati indies of omplete graphs are well-known: Kl is Class 1 if l > 0 is evenand Class 2 if l is odd. In partiular, we get suÆient onditions for a graph G to be Class1: G has odd maximum degree and G2 admits a vertex-olouring with �(G) + 1 olours.Corollary 1 Suppose �(G2) � l. Then� �0(G) � l � 1 if l is even , l > 0� �0(G) � l if l is odd.Proof: It follows immediatly from Lemma 1, Theorem 1, and the above remarks.4 Doubly hordal graphsIn this setion we shall prove that any odd maximum degree doubly hordal graph is Class 1.We denote by Gi = G[v1; : : : ; vi℄ the subgraph indued by fv1; : : : ; vng and Ni(v) the neigh-bourhood of v in Gi.Lemma 2 If G is doubly hordal then �(G2) = �(G) + 1.Proof: Let v1; : : : ; vn be a doubly perfet elimination order of G.For eah i, 1 � i � n, let ui be a maximum neighbour of vi in Gi. By de�nition, for allw 2 Ni(vi), Ni(w) � Ni(ui). In other words, N2i (vi) � Ni(ui). Hene, there are at most�(G) + 1 verties in N2i (vi), for eah i.Thus, the greedy method uses at most �(G) + 1 olours to olour the verties of G2.Sine we need at least �(G) + 1, the result follows.5



Corollary 2 All doubly hordal graphs with odd maximum degree are Class 1.We note that in partiular Corollary 2 implies that any strongly hordal or intervalgraph with odd maximum degree is Class 1. The fat that interval graphs are doublyhordal follows from the result below.Lemma 3 Every interval perfet elimination order is a doubly perfet elimination order.Proof: Let G be an interval graph with interval order O = v1; v2; : : : ; vn. We denote byf(vi) the leftmost neighbour of vi, 1 < i � n. We shall prove that for eah i, 1 < i � n,N2i (vi) � Ni(f(vi)). This says that O is atually a doubly perfet elimination order.For onsider w 2 N2i (vi). We denote by di(w; x) the distane between w; x 2 V (Gi) inthe graph Gi.Case 1: di(w; vi) = 0. This says that w = vi whih implies wf(vi) 2 E(Gi).Case 2: di(w; vi) = 1. This says that wvi 2 E(Gi). Hene f(vi) � w. If f(vi) = w, thenw 2 Ni(f(vi)). Otherwise, f(vi) < w, whih implies wf(vi) 2 E(Gi) as O is a intervalorder.Case 3: di(w; vi) = 2. Let x be a vertex satisfying: wx; vx 2 E(Gi). If x < w < vi, thenf(vi) � x implies wf(vi) 2 E(Gi). If w < x < vi, then f(vi) < w implies wf(vi) 2E(Gi) and f(vi) > w implies w < f(vi) � x, whih in turn implies wf(vi) 2 E(Gi).Corollary 3 All strongly hrodal graphs with odd maximum degree are Class 1. All intervalgraphs with odd maximum degree are Class 1.5 ConlusionsConsider the hordal graph G depited in Figure 1. This graph has diameter equals to 2,i.e., every pair of verties is at distane at most 2, or more preisely G2 = K7. In thisase, we need 7 olours for any vertex-olouring of G2. On the other hand, this graph hasno universal vertex, �(G) = 5 and its hromati index is 5. Therefore, Lemma 2 does notgeneralize to hordal graphs.On the other hand, we were unable to �nd any evidene that Corollary 3 does not holdfor hordal graphs (and perhaps even for larger lasses). We onjeture that all hordalgraphs with odd maximum degree are in fat Class 1. A more general question would be todetermine the largest graph lass for whih this is true.6
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